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Abstract

This thesis explores the emulsification, separation, and manipulation of oil/water mixtures using a

range of chemical, mechanical, and electrical techniques. Simply explained, this thesis reports new

methods to emulsify oil and water using condensation, separate oil and water using low-voltage

electrocoalescence, and manipulate oil and water using ultra low-voltage electrowetting. The

emulsification method relies on condensation of one liquid phase onto another. As nanoscale droplets

of water condense onto the surface of oil, they are submerged and stabilized in the oil by a surfactant

in the oil phase. The concentration of surfactant and time of condensation determine the size and

stability of the resulting emulsions. The separation method presented in this thesis redesigns the

configuration of the standard electrocoalescence setup and the dielectric materials used. The design

employs a surface configuration in place of a bulk configuration for electrocoalescence. Additionally,

a high-K dielectric (hafnium oxide) is used in place of a hydrophobic low-K dielectric (e.g. a

fluoropolymer). A thermodynamically stable nanoscale oil film-a lipid bilayer-forms on the

surface of the hafnium oxide, effectively rendering the surface hydrophobic by buffering water drops

from the surface and preventing pinning. This surface configuration coupled with the use of a high-K

dielectric drastically reduces the voltage required to induce electrocoalescence. The method of

manipulating oil and water presented in this thesis is the electrowetting of a water drop on bare

silicon in an oil environment containing zwitterions. The zwitterions form a nanoscale lipid bilayer

between the water drop and the silicon surface. This electrowetting system contains no deposited

solid dielectrics, resulting in ultra low-voltage actuation of the electrowetting effect. This thesis

presents the theory, experimental results, and discussion of the experimental results for each method

of controlling water/oil mixtures.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Emulsification

Emulsions [1-5]-mixtures comprised of two or more immiscible liquids-find application in many

industries, ranging from processed foods [6-9] to drug-delivery systems [10-13]. For a variety of

applications, pure water and oil phases (along with chemical additives that promote emulsification)

are blended together to create precise liquid compositions for particular products, such as processed

foods [5-8], cosmetic creams [14,15], gels [16,17], shampoos [18,19], and pharmaceuticals [20-22],

among other products. Key emulsion properties (rheology, stability, transparency, etc.) are

intimately linked with the sizes of the dispersions within the emulsion. For example, as objects

become smaller in size, so do the body forces acting on them. In the case of nanoscale emulsions, body

forces such as gravity have a negligible effect on the system. At this length scale, interfacial tension

forces become dominant [1,4]. Stable emulsions containing relatively large (>1 Iim) dispersed

droplets tend to naturally separate over time, provided the densities of the two phases differ. The

denser liquid phase gradually settles at the bottom of the container holding the emulsion while the

lighter phase floats to the top. However, in the case of nanoscale emulsions, the emulsion may only

separate due to gravity over impractically long timescales, raising the need for other methods of

separation.

Another important parameter for emulsion stability is the presence of surfactant within the emulsion

mixture [1,3-6]. Surfactants are molecules that lower the surface tension of a given liquid or the

interfacial tension between two liquids. Surfactants used to stabilize oil-water emulsions are

amphiphilic, meaning they contain an oleophilic component and a hydrophilic component. The

effective role of a surfactant is to lower the energetic cost associated with forming an interface.

Generally, the concentration of surfactant required to stabilize an emulsion is greater than the critical

micelle concentration (CMC) of the surfactant.
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In this thesis, I consider a "nanoscale emulsion" as any emulsion that contains nanoscale (<him)

droplets of a dispersed liquid phase within a continuous liquid phase, where the two liquid phases

are immiscible. For example, water-in-oil nanoscale emulsions contain nanoscale water droplets

within oil, and oil-in-water nanoscale emulsions contain nanoscale oil droplets within water. I opt

not to use the terms "microemulsion" or "nanoemulsion" in the work presented in this thesis, because

historically these terms do not indicate the average size of the dispersed droplets, but rather the

thermodynamic stability of the system [23]. In scientific literature, many instances of

microemulsions contain nanoscale droplets, and many instances of nanoemulsions contain

microscale droplets. For this reason, I simply use the term nanoscale emulsion (<1 ptm) or microscale

emulsion (1-100 tm) to explicitly state the size of the dispersed droplets within the emulsion.

Emulsification techniques may be broadly classified into two categories: high-energy techniques and

low-energy techniques. The most common high-energy emulsification technique is sonication [5],

which uses acoustic waves to agitate an oil and water mixture to produce small droplets of one liquid

phase within another. Sonication is a reasonably simple, cost-effective technique for forming small

volumes of emulsions. However, the energy-intensive nature of sonication limits its scalability.

Additionally, sonication typically subjects the emulsion contents to high shear stresses during

emulsification, making the formation of certain emulsion systems with delicate contents (e.g.

proteins or other biomolecules) problematic. Low-energy techniques for forming emulsions include

phase inversion [24,25], flow focusing [26,27], liquid-liquid nucleation (also known as the Ouzo

effect) [28,29], and newly demonstrated approaches, such as bubble bursting [30]. The phase

inversion technique is perhaps the most commonly used low-energy technique for creating

emulsions. The phase inversion technique triggers emulsification by changing a system parameter-

usually temperature or concentration of a particular chemical-to invert the thermodynamically

stable curvature of the liquid-liquid interface. For example, a water-in-oil emulsion system may
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spontaneously emulsify into an oil-in-water emulsion after the addition of a particular chemical or a

shift in temperature. Flow focusing is another well-established emulsification technique. Notably, it

is particularly suitable for forming monodisperse microscale emulsions of a precise size. This

technique flows two or more liquid phases through microfluidic channels that merge to produce

dispersions; the flow rate and channel dimensions determine the resulting size of the dispersed

droplets. Bubble bursting is a recently invented technique that creates stable dispersions of

nanoscale oil droplets in surfactant-rich water through bursting an air bubble near an oil/water

interface.

In general, low-energy emulsification techniques often constrain the scope of materials that may be

used for emulsification. For example, the phase inversion technique requires specific solubility

requirements of the emulsion components, such that thermal cycling may be used to trigger phase

separation. The flow-focusing technique requires specific dimensions in microfluidic channels to

create a given droplet size, such that a new device may be required for each desired droplet size.

Additionally, smaller scale emulsions require more energy to produce. Hence, new low-energy

emulsification approaches are needed to broaden the range of possible materials formulations and

operating conditions, particularly in the case of small-scale (i.e. nanoscale) emulsions.

One of the main projects of this thesis is the development of a new technique of forming emulsions.

In this thesis I report a simple, scalable method of creating nanoscale water-in-oil emulsions by

condensing water vapor onto a subcooled oil-surfactant solution. This technique enables a bottom-

up approach to forming small-scale emulsions. Nanoscale water droplets nucleate at the oil/air

interface and spontaneously disperse within the oil, due to the spreading dynamics of oil on water.

Oil-soluble surfactants stabilize the resulting emulsions.
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1.2 Emulsion Separation

In contrast to the challenges of emulsification, there are also challenges to the separation of the liquid

components comprising emulsions. In some industries, notably the oil and gas industry, emulsions

arise as a by-product of the industrial processes of producing oil [31,32]. These spontaneously

occurring emulsions pose a different technical problem: separating these relatively stable mixtures

into their pure components. Separating such emulsions often proves challenging, due to the size and

stability of particular emulsion systems [33]. To further complicate the mixture, each phase may

contain additional chemical components, such as surfactants and salts [34]. Emulsions generally take

one of two forms: water droplets dispersed within a continuous oil phase (water-in-oil emulsions)

or oil droplets dispersed within a continuous water phase (oil-in-water emulsions). Different

techniques have been developed to separate oil and water mixtures, including mechanical (i.e.

meshes, membranes, or fabrics) [35-39], chemical [40,41], electrical [42-45], and acoustic [46,47]

techniques. However, the mixture generally becomes more difficult to separate as the size of the

dispersed droplets decreases. In particular, nanoscale emulsions prove particularly challenging to

separate. Many of the existing separation techniques are ineffective or highly energy-intensive for

separation of nanoscale emulsions. A few separation techniques that have demonstrated some level

of success in separating nanoscale emulsions are discussed below.

Membranes have been used in a variety of case studies to tackle oil/water separation [35].

Membranes allow one phase of the emulsion (typically the continuous phase) to pass through the

membrane while rejecting another phase of the emulsion (typically the dispersed phase). Logically,

the size of the pores within the membrane must be at least as small as the size of the dispersed

droplets targeted for filtration. However, droplets that are larger than the pore size may still pass

through the pores when pressure is applied. The minimum pressure required to push a liquid droplet
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through a pore-also known as the "breakthrough pressure" (Pbreak)-is given by the following

equation:

Pbreak = 2y COS 

(

where y is the interfacial tension between the two liquid phases, 0 is the contact angle of the liquid

droplet on the pore surface submerged in the continuous phase of the emulsion, and r is the radius

of the pore, assuming the pores are cylindrical.

In the case of nanoscale emulsions, the characteristic pore sizes must also be nanoscale. For example,

membranes comprised of single-walled carbon nanotube (SWCNT) networks with nanoscale pore

sizes have been used to successfully separate nanoscale water-in-tolulene emulsions [48]. Contact

angle measurements show that these SWCNT networks are intrinsically hydrophobic and oleophilic.

Most instances of nanoscale emulsion filtration are demonstrated using water-in-oil nanoscale

emulsions as opposed to oil-in-water nanoscale emulsions, for the simple reason that

hydrophobic/oleophilic surfaces are generally easier to create than hydrophilic/oleophobic surfaces

[49]. In other words, it is easier to create a porous surface that rejects water droplets but is permeable

to oil compared to a porous surface that rejects oil droplets but is permeable to water. Nevertheless,

there are some examples of membrane separation of oil-in-water nanoscale emulsions, including

membranes comprised of cellulose nanosheets [50] and hydrophilic electrospun membranes [51].

With membrane-based separation techniques, there is an inherent trade-off between size selectivity

of the filtered droplets and emulsion flux through the membrane [52-55]. Maintaining high fluxes of

emulsion feed remains a challenge in membrane separation, particularly in the case of nanoscale

emulsions [56]. Decreasing the membrane thickness generally increases the emulsion flux through
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the membrane at a given pressure. However, the membrane thickness may not be decreased

indefinitely to improve the flux, as it will lose its mechanical stability, compromising its use in

practical applications. Solomon et al. addressed this fundamental tradeoff between size selectivity

and flux by developing a hierarchical membrane that contained a thin, highly selective filtration layer

(called a "skin layer") stacked with a thick, less selective filtration layer (called a "support layer") that

provides mechanical stability [57]. This membrane demonstrated relatively high flux through the

membrane without compromising size selectivity of the filtered droplets.

In addition to mechanical approaches to separation, electrical techniques to separation have also

been demonstrated. When an emulsion is placed under an electric field, various electrical forces act

on the emulsion components, including electrophoresis [58], electrohydrodynamic forces [59],

electrostatic forces [60], and electrowetting [61,62], which collectively contribute to faster rates of

coalescence among these dispersed droplets. This phenomenon of electrically enhanced coalescence

is referred to as electrocoalescence [63-66]. In this thesis, I reconsider the basic structure of the

electrocoalescence configuration used to separate emulsions and present the design of an

electrocoalescence system requiring minute voltages (<1 V) using electrical theory. I demonstrate

that surface electrocoalescence using high-K dielectrics is more efficient than bulk

electrocoalescence, which has become the industry standard [67,68].

1.3 Manipulating Liquids using Electrowetting

In some applications, it is desirable to neither separate nor further emulsify a liquid/liquid mixture,

but rather to simply control and manipulate drops of one liquid phase dispersed within another

liquid phase. One common method used to manipulate liquids is electrowetting. Electrowetting is the

phenomenon of changing the contact angle of a liquid drop on a surface by applying an electric field

across the drop/surface interface [61, 69-71]. Lippmann first documented a variation of this effect in
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1875, when he observed that the capillary behavior of mercury in contact with electrolytes changed

in response to an electric field [72]. However, only small voltages could be used to observe this effect,

as voltages exceeding approximately 1 V resulted in electrolysis. Over a century later, Berge used this

same phenomenon to demonstrate large changes in contact angle of a water drop on a conductive

surface coated with a hydrophobic dielectric layer [73]. The addition of the dielectric layer allowed

for higher voltages and thus larger changes in contact angle without electrolysis. This electrowetting-

on-a-dielectric configuration remains the basis for electrowetting experiments today [62,74-76].

In the past few decades, electrowetting has been used across a variety of applications, including liquid

lenses [77-79], liquid displays [80-83], microfluidic mixers [84,85], and microhydraulics [86].

Electrowetting-on-a-dielectric experimental systems have been continuously innovatively

redesigned to minimize the voltage required to operate electrowetting systems, with many

combinations of thin film organic and inorganic dielectrics used today [87-90]. The Young-Lippmann

equation, also known as the electrowetting equation, relates the theoretical contact angle of a

conductive liquid drop on a conductive surface (6) to the voltage applied between the drop and the

surface (V):

cosO = cosO 0 + (2)
2y

where C is the capacitance per area of the electrowetting system, 00 is the contact angle of the drop

at zero voltage (Young's angle), and y is the interfacial tension between the drop and the ambient

phase, where the ambient phase is usually oil or air. According to Equation 2, the voltage required to

produce a given change in contact angle only decreases if y decreases or if C increases. For many

applications, the interfacial tensions in the system (including y) may be fixed due to other system

constraints, leaving C as the main variable to optimize. The capacitance per area of the electrowetting

system may be increased by choosing a dielectric material with a higher dielectric constant, or by
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decreasing the dielectric thickness. Hydrophobic organic dielectrics, which are generally necessary

to achieve reversible electrowetting, present limitations in both respects. Typical hydrophobic

dielectrics such as fluoropolymers have a low dielectric constant around 2. Additionally, these layers

cannot be fabricated below a critical thickness (approximately less than 10-20 nm), because they are

susceptible to dielectric breakdown over time [91]. Effectively, hydrophobic dielectrics pose a

fundamental limitation to lowering the operating voltage [76]. In the ultra low-voltage electrowetting

configuration I present here, I remove this fluoropolymer layer. To understand this ultra-low voltage

electrowetting system in the context of previous systems, I first reflect upon the progression of

electrowetting systems to date.

Figure 1 outlines a brief history of the progression of electrowetting. Lippmann's initial

electrocapillary experiments demonstrated the possibility of changing the contact angle of a liquid

without a solid dielectric barrier (Figure la). Mercury and an electrolyte solution were placed in

contact within a capillary tube, and a voltage was applied across the mercury/electrolyte interface,

altering the curvature [72]. At low voltages (<1 V), no electrolysis occurred. However, the effective

contact angle change was correspondingly small, rendering this effect negligible in the context of

most modern-day electrowetting applications.

Over a century later, Berge added a fluoropolymer layer between the conductive liquid phase, water,

and a conductive solid surface (Figure 1b), providing the first experimental demonstration of

electrowetting-on-a-dielectric [73]. This addition of the hydrophobic dielectric layer enabled large

changes in contact angle while preventing electrolysis of the water. However, the operating voltage

was relatively high, due to the low capacitance per area of the dielectric layer.
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To date, many electrowetting systems have materialized as a result of Berge's demonstration. Most

electrowetting systems contain an organic/inorganic dielectric stack, with thicknesses and dielectric

constants designed to minimize the operating voltage of the system for a given application (Figure

1c). However, the theoretical minimum operating voltage of any electrowetting system would be

achieved by removing the dielectric layers entirely, as in the case of Lippmann's experiments, where

the atomic-length scale mercury/electrolyte interface presented the only barrier to electrolysis,

effectively maximizing the design parameter C.

a
(1875)

V u~t

b BWW
(1w3)

V

meWb waer

(1993-2018)
water

V

canduwwr

Mgaplecti W.
OrniW"&kbi

d Pr m Work

0#l l*,id
V bilayer

waer
ao water

Figure 1. A brief historical progression of electrowetting. (a) In 1875, Lippmann reported a change

in the shape of the meniscus in a capillary tube when a voltage was applied between mercury and an

electrolyte, providing the first documentation of contact angle change in response to voltage. (b) In

1993, Berge published the first modern electrowetting experiments using a fluoropolymer as an

insulating layer between a conductive surface and water. The fluoropolymer enabled reversible

electrowetting with no electrolysis. (c) After Berge's experiment, numerous electrowetting systems

were designed to minimize the voltage required to observe a given contact angle change. Low-voltage

systems typically consist of an inorganic dielectric layer (such as silicon dioxide) and an organic

hydrophobic layer (such as a fluoropolymer). (d) Here I present a method to reversibly electrowet a

water drop on a silicon surface without any solid dielectric coatings. The atomic-scale native oxide

layer and a zwitterion-based lipid bilayer enable significant changes in contact angle at low voltages

while preventing electrolysis.
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In this thesis I present an ultra-low voltage electrowetting system that contains no solid dielectric

layer, but rather a nanoscale lipid bilayer composed of zwitterions, which enable reversible

electrowetting of water drops in oil directly on an uncoated silicon wafer (Figure 1d).

2. Creating Nanoscale Emulsions Using Condensation

2.1 Project Summary

In this study, I present a bottom-up assembly approach to creating nanoscale emulsions that

spontaneously separates condensed nanometric water droplets with thin films of oil as they nucleate.

To create this bottom-up assembly, I condense nanoscale water droplets onto surfactant-oil

mixtures. While vapor condensation on pure oils has been investigated before [92-95], I demonstrate

that condensation on surfactant-rich oil can lead to the formation of highly monodisperse nanoscale

emulsions. This method of nanoscale emulsion formation is conceptually simple, scalable, and

applicable to a wide range of liquids. Furthermore, I demonstrate that the emulsion size and

polydispersity may be controlled through the concentration of surfactant in the oil phase. Nanoscale

emulsions formed via condensation remain stable for months; Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS)

measurements performed after several months reveal that the emulsions remain in the nanoscale

regime, though the peak radius and polydispersity may shift slightly over time.

2.2 Emulsion Formation via Vapor Condensation

In our experiments, we place an oil bath on a peltier cooler in a high-humidity chamber (relative

humidity 75-80%) maintained at 20 *C. We choose dodecane as the model oil in our studies because

of its low vapor pressure and low water solubility. For the stabilizing agent, we choose Span 80

(sorbitan monooleate), a non-ionic oil-soluble surfactant commonly used in water/oil emulsion

studies [96]. To initiate condensation on the oil-surfactant solution, the peltier cooler temperature is

decreased to 2 *C. When the temperature of the oil drops below the dew point (13 1 C), water
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droplets spontaneously condense on the oil/air interface via heterogeneous nucleation (Figure 2a).

A water-in-oil emulsion results.

The interfacial tension between water and oil-surfactant solutions was measured using the pendant

drop technique on Rame-Hart goniometer (Model 500). Solutions were prepared by mixing oil and

different concentrations of surfactants. The solutions were then transferred to quartz cuvettes for

measurements. After injecting a water droplet in the cuvette through a hydrophilic needle, interfacial

tension of water was recorded through the Ram6-Hart software. For a given surfactant concentration,

surfactant adsorption at the oil/water interface resulted in steady decrease of interfacial tension to

a final value after a finite adsorption time. This final value of interfacial tension was used to obtain

the dependence of interfacial tension on surfactant concentration. The CMC of the surfactant was

defined as the minimum surfactant concentration beyond which the interfacial tension value became

relatively steady.

A container with thermally conductive bottom plate (made of copper) and thermally insulating-

hydrophobic rim (made of Teflon) was fabricated for holding the liquids. The sample container was

filled with 8 ml of oil-surfactant solution and then directly placed on a peltier cooler (TE Tech CP-

061) within a humidifying chamber. The humidifying chamber was fitted with a humidity sensor

(Sensirion SHT71) to monitor the temperature and humidity levels inside the chamber. The humidity

chamber also served the function of preventing surface flow of the solution due to room air

convection. The entire setup was then placed under the microscope (Zeiss Axio Zoom.V16) for direct

visualization of condensation phenomenon. A 'Plan APO-Z 1.5' lens along with an analyzer were used

for obtaining images at magnification of 260x. For initiating condensation on the oil-surfactant

solution, the peltier temperature was lowered below the room temperature (25 1 *C) to a

temperature of 2 1 'C at a rate of -5 oC/min. The humidity in the chamber consistently measured
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around 75-80%, corresponding to dew points around 13 1 *C. The condensation time refers to the

time the oil reservoir was maintained on the peltier, once the peltier temperature reached 2 1 'C.

The sample was immediately removed from the peltier after the water vapor had been condensed

for the prescribed time (2, 10, or 30 min) to prevent any further condensation.

Optical microscopy was used to characterize the emulsion sizes for the cases where the droplet sizes

were microscopic in size ranges. Videos were analyzed for droplet size estimation using Imagej

software. Emulsions with sizes below the optical detection limit were characterized using DLS

measurements at room temperature. DLS measurements were performed using DynaPro NanoStar",

capable of identifying droplets in the size range of 0.2-2500 nm hydrodynamic radius. For a single

sample, three different sample volumes were extracted. DLS measurements were acquired ten times

for each sample volume. From the DLS data, the droplet size and polydispersity of the solution were

obtained.

Experimentally, I observe that the presence of surfactant in the oil is critical to the formation of stable

emulsions. When water vapor condenses on pure dodecane, the condensed water droplets

continually coalesce and grow indefinitely. The longer the time of condensation, the larger the water

drops become (Figure 2b). Regardless of the total time of condensation, the resulting dispersion is

quite unstable; the water separates completely from pure dodecane and forms a few large water

drops (Figure 2c). However, if the oil bath contains a sufficient amount of surfactant, the resulting

product changes significantly. Figure 2d shows optical images of water condensed onto dodecane

containing 100 mM Span 80. In contrast to condensation on pure dodecane, individual water droplets

in this case cannot be resolved using optical microscopy. Rather, the oil surface becomes cloudy. After

30 minutes of continuous condensation, the solution was collected and stored in ambient room

conditions for 24 hours. DLS measurements of this solution revealed the presence of nanoscale water
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droplets with a peak radius of 215 nm and a polydispersity of approximately 20%, indicating that the

solution is a water-in-oil nanoscale emulsion (Figure 2e).

a condensation

oil bath
cool

TU& < Tdwt

b without surfactant c

1 min 10 min 20 min

d with surfactant e
1.0 24 h
0.8

0.2
0.0 - - - - - - - -

0 200 400 600 800 1000
1 min 10 min 20 min droplet radius (nm)

Figure 2. Formation of nanoscale emulsions via condensation. (a) Experimental setup: an oil bath is

placed in a high-humidity, temperature-controlled environment and then cooled below the dew

point. Water droplets spontaneously condense onto the surface of the oil from the vapor phase.

Optical image shows water-in-oil emulsions formed after 10 minutes of condensation (oil phase:

dodecane with 0.1 mM Span 80). (b) In the absence of surfactant, water droplets continually coalesce

and grow on the surface of dodecane. (c) Without surfactant, the water phase eventually pools as one

large drop at the bottom of the dodecane reservoir. (d) When surfactants are added to dodecane, a

stable water-in-oil emulsion results after 30 minutes of condensation (oil phase: dodecane with 100

mM Span 80). (e) DLS measurement taken 24 hours after the condensation process with surfactant

shows the resulting emulsion has a peak radius of 215 nm and a polydispersity of 20% (oil phase:

dodecane with 100 mM Span 80, condensation time: 30 minutes). Scale bars in images show 50 ptm.
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2.3 Mechanism of emulsion formation

To form stable water-in-oil emulsions by condensing water onto oil, some minimum threshold of

surfactant must be present in the oil phase. In this emulsification process, the surfactant serves two

purposes: to stabilize neighboring droplets once they are formed, and to cause the oil phase to spread

across the water/air interface and encapsulate condensed water drops. Both properties are

interrelated and dependent on surfactant concentration; however, I address each point separately to

emphasize the crucial role of the surfactant in this condensation emulsification process.

This first point describes the general use of surfactants in emulsification; the surfactant stabilizes the

emulsion by adsorbing at the oil/water interfaces and decreasing the interfacial tension, creating a

surfactant-rich lipid bilayer that increases the energetic barrier to coalescence between neighboring

droplets [97,98]. Thus, the surfactant inhibits coalescence of droplets within an emulsion. In general,

if the surfactant concentration exceeds the critical micelle concentration (CMC), the emulsion

remains stable [97]. This role of the surfactant is not unique to this emulsification method but rather

describes the general role of surfactants in all emulsion systems.

However, the second role of the surfactant is particular to this emulsification method. When an oil is

subcooled below the dew point in a humid environment, nucleation of water droplets occurs at the

oil/air interface [95]. The subsequent droplet growth process is strongly dependent on the spreading

behavior of oil across the water/air interface [95,99]. In general, a thin film of one liquid will

spontaneously spread across the surface of another liquid if the following thermodynamic condition

is met:

Y12 + Y2a < Yia (3)
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where Y12 is the surface tension between the two liquids, Y2a is the surface tension of the spreading

liquid in air, and Yia is the surface tension of the bulk liquid in air [100]. To form stable water-in-oil

emulsions in these experiments, the continuous oil phase must spontaneously spread over the

surface of water droplets newly condensed on the surface of the oil. Therefore, in these experiments

the following condition must hold:

Ywo + Yoa < Ywa (4)

where ywo is the oil/water interfacial tension, Yoa is the oil/air surface tension, and Ywa is the

water/air surface tension. If this condition is met, a thin oil film spontaneously wicks over the surface

of newly condensed water drops. Thus, newly condensed water drops are spontaneously

encapsulated and separated by the continuous oil phase, and a water-in-oil emulsion results. This

equation may be rearranged to express the spreading ability of one liquid over another in a single

parameter, the spreading coefficient (Sow), which is defined as follows:

s = Ywa - Ywo - Yoa (5)

The spreading coefficient predicts whether the oil phase will spontaneously spread over the surfaces

of condensed water drops at the water/air interface, cloaking the water drops with a thin film of oil.

A positive spreading coefficient indicates the oil will spread; a negative spreading coefficient predicts

the oil will not spread.

For the system used here, the water/air and oil/air interfacial tensions are roughly constant for all

experimental conditions. However, the oil/water interfacial tension decreases with the addition of

an amphiphilic surfactant to the oil phase. Without surfactant, the bulk oil used in these experiments
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(pure dodecane) does not spontaneously spread on water. Therefore, there is a minimum surfactant

concentration required to induce spreading of the oil phase onto the surface of the newly condensed

water drops. When Span 80 is added to dodecane, ywo drops significantly, decreasing from

approximately 50 mN/m (no surfactant) to 3 mN/m (100 mM Span 80). However, Yoa and Ywa

remain roughly constant at 25 mN/m and 70 mN/m, respectively, as Span 80 does not lower the

oil/air interfacial tension or partition at the water/air interface. Therefore, as the surfactant

concentration increases, ywo decreases, thereby increasing the spreading coefficient from a negative

value without surfactant to a positive value with sufficient surfactant.

Figure 3a shows a plot of the spreading coefficient as a function of the Span 80 concentration in

dodecane. Sw transitions from negative to positive around a concentration of 10- mM. At this critical

concentration, the oil phase spontaneously spreads over water, effectively cloaking the water droplet

in a thin film of oil. We hereafter refer to this critical surfactant concentration as Ccloak. Below this

concentration, a small water droplet gently placed at the oil/air interface pins at the surface, as the

interfacial tension forces dominate over the effects of gravity (Figure 3a, inset image in low surfactant

concentration regime). Above this concentration, a water droplet gently placed at the oil/air interface

soon becomes cloaked by the oil-surfactant solution and spontaneously submerges into the oil phase

(Figure 3a, inset images in high surfactant concentration regime). In the case of nucleated droplets,

the spreading time is on the order of 10-12 - 10-9 s, demonstrating that water droplets are quickly

encapsulated by the oil and submerged within the oil medium [97]. This spontaneous cloaking

enables a bottom-up assembly approach to forming nanoscale emulsions by enabling the submerging

and dispersing of water drops within the oil phase.
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Figure 3. Mechanism of emulsion formation via cloaking. (a) Plot of spreading coefficient as a function

of surfactant concentration (C) in oil. At low concentrations (brown region: C<Ccioak), oil does not

cloak water. Inset picture in this regime shows a water droplet pinned at a dodecane/air interface,

suspended by the surface tension forces in a non-cloaked state. At high concentrations (green region:

C>CcMc), oil spreads over water and the surfactant stabilizes the emulsions. Inset picture in this

regime shows a water drop falling from an interface where the oil phase (dodecane with 1 mM Span

80) cloaks the water. At intermediate concentrations (pink region: CCdoak<C<CCMC), the oil phase cloaks

water drops but the surfactant inadequately stabilizes emulsions, resulting in large polydisperse

emulsions. (b-d) Schematics and microscopic images of the three corresponding regimes presented

in part a. Part b shows low surfactant concentrations (C<Ccloak), part c shows intermediate surfactant

concentrations (Ccdoak<C<Ccmc), and part d shows high surfactant concentrations (C>Ccmc). Optical

images show emulsions formed after 5 minutes using (b) 104 mM Span 80, (c) 102 mM Span 80, and

(d) 1 mM Span 80 in dodecane. Scale bar represents 50 pm.
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As illustrated in Figures 3b-3d, the concentration of surfactant in the oil may fall into one of three

regimes: below CcIoak (Figure 3b), between Ccloak and the concentration of CMC (CcMc, which occurs

around 0.1 mM) (Figure 3c), and above CcMc (Figure 3d). Below Ccloak, unstable emulsions result from

condensation (Figure 3b, optical image). The water droplets continually grow during the

condensation process and do not emulsify with the oil phase. Between Ccloak and Ccmc, unstable

polydisperse microscale emulsions result from condensation (Figure 3c, optical image). In this

regime, the oil phase spontaneously spreads over the surfaces of nucleated water droplets, cloaking

them with a thin film of oil. The water droplets become spontaneously dispersed within the oil

medium, though the surfactant concentration is insufficient to stabilize the droplet size. As the

surfactant concentration increases above Ccmc, the emulsions become increasingly monodisperse and

stable and eventually remain nanometric at sufficiently high surfactant concentrations (1 mM or

higher). In this range, the condensed droplets create a hazy, indistinct swirling pattern on the surface

of the oil (Figure 3d, optical image).

2.4 The Role of Surfactant Concentration and Condensation Time

To further understand this emulsification method, we systematically vary two main experimental

parameters when forming nanoscale emulsions using condensation: the concentration of Span 80 in

dodecane and the time of the condensation process. Figure 4a shows the DLS measurements of

nanoscale emulsion size distributions resulting from 2, 5, and 10 minutes of condensation on 100

mM Span 80 in dodecane. As the time of condensation increases, the peak radius of the emulsion

increases slightly, and the size distribution broadens. Figure 4b shows top-down optical images of

the emulsion formation using a low surfactant concentration (0.1 mM) and a high surfactant

concentration (100 mM) at different times of condensation. The resulting emulsions are much larger

for the 0.1 mM case. The individual water emulsions are several microns large, whereas individual

emulsions cannot be resolved optically in the 100 mM case. Figure 4c shows the DLS measurements

of size distribution for nanoscale emulsions formed using various concentrations of Span 80 and
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times of condensation. Experimentally we observe that the amount of surfactant in the oil must be

quite high (at least 1 mM, or in other words at least 10 x Ccmc) to produce stable nanoscale emulsions.
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Figure 4. Emulsion size dependence on surfactant concentration and condensation time. (a) Droplet

size distributions formed by condensation of water on dodecane with 100 mM Span 80. As the

condensation time increases, the peak radius increases slightly and the size distribution broadens.

(b) Optical images of emulsions at various condensation times formed using different surfactant

concentrations in oil. With small surfactant concentrations (0.1 mM), the water drops visibly grow to

several micrometers in diameter. With large surfactant concentrations (100 mM), the water drops

remain nanometric at the same condensation times. (c) Droplet size distributions for emulsions

formed using different surfactant concentrations over various condensation times. Colored bars span

the peak radius one standard deviation. End caps indicate the minimum and maximum droplet size

detected. Size distributions are overlaid with theoretical prediction of emulsion radius versus

surfactant concentration. (d) Effect of surfactant depletion during condensation. At small timescales,

condensed droplets are completely cloaked with oil. At large timescales, the droplets become

uncloaked as surfactant depletes in the region close to the oil/air interface. The droplets adopt a

lenticular shape.
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Interestingly, the cloaking behavior of the oil changed over long periods of condensation times

(greater than 30 min). Figure 4d contains optical images taken during the condensation process. Here

the oil composition is 0.1 mM Span 80 in dodecane (10Ox Ccloak). The image on the left shows

condensed water drops after two minutes of condensation; the water drops are visibly cloaked with

oil. The image on the right shows the condensed water drops after 100 minutes of condensation. Here

the water drops visibly become uncloaked. In the center region on top of the water drops, lenses

appear. These areas show where the water/air interface has been restored.

Figures 5-7 show the raw data (intensity distribution) of-the emulsions measured using DLS. The

emulsions display a peak radius typically around 100 nm, with somewhat varied polydispersities

depending on condensation time.
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Figure 5. DLS data (intensity distribution) for water-in-dodecane emulsions formed using 1 mM Span

80 with varying condensation times (2, 10, 30 minutes).
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Figure 6. DLS data (intensity distribution) for water-in-dodecane emulsions formed using 10 mM

Span 80 with varying condensation times (2, 10, 30 minutes).
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Figure 7. DLS data (intensity distribution) for water-in-dodecane

Span 80 with varying condensation times (2, 10, 30 minutes).
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2.5 Theory of surfactant concentration and emulsion size

To estimate the minimum concentration of surfactant required to stabilize a particular emulsion size,

we consider a simple mass balance of surfactant before and after condensation:

NAVOii Cb = F, Aw/o +NAVi] CCMC (6)

where V11 is the volume of oil in the emulsion, Cb is the bulk surfactant concentration in the oil, Fs is

the surfactant packing density at the water/oil interface, Aw/o is the water/oil interfacial area within

the emulsion, and NA is Avogadro's number. Before condensation, the total amount of surfactant in

the system can be calculated by multiplying the volume of the oil V 11 by the bulk surfactant

concentration Cb. After condensation, at equilibrium some of the surfactant is adsorbed at the

water/oil interfaces and some remains in the oil. The first term describes the amount of surfactant

adsorbed at the interfaces: the surfactant packing density at the interface F, multiplied by the

water/oil interfacial area Aw/.. The second term describes the minimum amount of surfactant

remaining in the oil phase necessary for emulsion stability: the volume of oil V011 multiplied by the

amount of free surfactants in solution. If the initial surfactant concentration is below the critical

micelle concentration, then the free surfactant concentration after condensation is approximated as

the initial surfactant concentration, Cb. If the initial surfactant concentration exceeds the critical

micelle concentration, then the free surfactant concentration after condensation is approximated as

the critical micelle concentration, Ccmc.

If I let the ratio of water volume Vw to oil volume Voii in the emulsion be k=Vw/V 1oi, and if I assume that

the emulsion consists entirely of monodisperse spheres, then I can calculate the minimum droplet

radius r, that can be supported by a given initial concentration of surfactant in the oil bulk using the

following formula:
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As expected, as the bulk concentration of surfactant increases, the minimum predicted sustainable

emulsion size decreases. Figure 4c plots this minimum emulsion radius as a function of surfactant

concentration. The green region (including this curve) indicates the region where emulsions are

theoretically stable (where sufficient surfactant is present to stabilize the total oil-water interfacial

area present in the emulsion). In this plot I use an experimentally obtained packing density for this

oil/surfactant system: Fs=5x1016 molecules/M 2 [101]. The value of k was obtained through careful

mass measurement experiments, with a water condensation rate of approximately 0.011 mL/min.

Using a constant oil volume where V 1 = 8 mL, I find that k=0.1 for a condensation time of

approximately 10 minutes.

Depending upon supersaturation conditions, the critical nuclei during condensation are typically

around 2-10 nm in size. Therefore, this size range represents the theoretical lower size limit of water

droplets condensed onto the oil surface that may be dispersed within the emulsion. However, it is

interesting to note that the minimum peak radius measured was around 100 nm. Although the

oil/water droplet interfaces are densely packed with Span 80, the surfactant shell only accounts for

a few nanometers of the measured radius given the length scale of the surfactant. For low surfactant

concentrations, the surfactant mass conservation prediction follows the experimental data closely.

However, at high surfactant concentrations, the prediction deviates significantly from the

experimental outcome. The emulsion radius plateaus around 100 nm; additional surfactant does not

decrease the measured emulsion size (Figure 4c).

I hypothesize that this deviation between measurements and the model is most likely explained by

the dynamics of surfactant adsorption at the water/oil interfaces [102,103]. As water condenses,
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surfactant molecules continually adsorb at the oil/water interfaces of newly formed droplets. This

adsorption creates a local depletion of free surfactants in the oil near the oil/air interface, precisely

where condensation occurs. Therefore, the local free surfactant concentration near the oil/air

interface during condensation may be significantly lower than the initial bulk surfactant

concentration in the oil, and this surfactant depletion may limit the minimum emulsion size that can

be stabilized under these conditions using this setup. In practical systems, these limitations of

surfactant depletion may be overcome by infusing surfactant near the oil/air interface, or by an

alternative scalable approach to maintaining the bulk surfactant concentration close to the region of

condensation. Further investigation is needed to understand the precise dynamics of surfactant

depletion and its role in limiting the minimum producible emulsion size.

The observation of lenticular water drops after long periods of condensation provides further

evidence of surfactant depletion (Figure 4d). As noted previously, pure dodecane does not spread on

water. However, when the surfactant concentration exceeds 10-3 mM, the oil phase spreads on the

water droplets (Figure 3a). A water droplet that nucleates and grows on a non-spreading oil phase

has a distinct lenticular shape exhibiting two concentric circles (Figure 4d). A droplet that nucleates

and grows on a spreading oil has a distinct spherical shape (Figure 3c). Thus the shape of the droplet

is directly related to the oil/water interfacial tension and the local surfactant concentration around

the droplet. In an experiment with condensation of water droplets onto an oil-surfactant mixture

containing 0.1 mM Span 80 (10Ox Ccdoak), the initial water droplets have a completely spherical

appearance. However, with time the spreading coefficient appears to transition from positive to

negative during long condensation processes, as the oil phase recedes from the tops of the water

droplets and the droplets transition into a lenticular shape. This behavior indicates that the local

surfactant concentration around the droplet near the oil/air interface depletes to less than CcIoak (10-

3 mM) during the course of the experiment. These results illustrate the complex interplay between
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formation of water droplet nuclei at the oil/air interface, surfactant diffusion within the oil bulk, and

surfactant adsorption at the water/oil interface. Notably, the surfactant depletion appears only as a

localized effect during emulsion formation near the oil/air interface after long condensation times.

Once the droplets have formed and dispersed within the oil phase after shorter condensation times,

the presence of the oil surfactant at concentrations above Ccmc sufficiently stabilizes the emulsion

size.

To investigate the long-term stability of these emulsions, we form emulsions by condensing water

vapor for two minutes onto oil-surfactant solutions of varying surfactant concentrations, and then

measure their sizes after several months. Figure 8 shows the measured peak radius of nanoscale

emulsions at 0 and 120 days. Figure 9 shows the raw DLS data (intensity distribution) of the

emulsions formed using different surfactant concentrations after 120 days. The emulsions are quite

stable over this time period; the peak radius and polydispersity (especially for the emulsions

containing the two highest surfactant concentrations) do not change considerably over the span of

four months. The condensed droplets remain nanometric and do not grow substantially in size. The

emulsion with the highest surfactant concentration (100 mM Span 80) remains the smallest in peak

radius and in polydispersity after 120 days. This surfactant concentration appears to yield the most

stable emulsion.

Over the course of several months, there is no visible change to the emulsion. Since the concentration

of dispersed water droplets within the oil is relatively low and the droplets are nanoscale, the

emulsion appears transparent to the eye. (A higher concentration of dispersed droplets or larger

droplet sizes could result in an opaque emulsion.) No change in color or consistency is observed after

several months. No visible separation between water and oil occurs.
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Figure 8. Emulsion stability over a period of 120 days. Long-term measurements of peak radii and

polydispersities of nanoscale emulsions formed using water condensation on different

concentrations of Span 80 in dodecane for condensation time of 2 minutes. Bars marked A show data

for 0 days; bars marked B show data for 120 days. Red region: peak droplet radius one standard

deviation; blue region: range of minimum to maximum droplet size detected.
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Figure 9. DLS data for emulsions formed using water vapor condensation onto dodecane containing

1 mM, 10 mM, and 100 mM Span 80 after 120 days. The peak radii and polydispersities of the

emulsions remain relatively constant over this timescale.
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2.6 Project Conclusion

In summary, here I demonstrate a bottom-up assembly approach to creating stable nanoscale

emulsions using condensation. After placing an oil bath in a humid environment and decreasing the

temperature below the dew point, nanoscale water droplets condense on the oil surface. With

sufficient surfactant in the oil phase, a nanoscale emulsion results. This method produces

monodisperse, nanoscale water-in-oil emulsions via condensation of water vapor onto dodecane

containing a minimum concentration of 1 mM Span 80. The peak radius and polydispersity of the

emulsion may be controlled by varying the surfactant concentration and the time of condensation.

The peak emulsion radius and the polydispersity both tend to decrease with an increase in surfactant

concentration or a decrease in condensation time. The size and polydispersity of these nanoscale

emulsions remains relatively stable over the course of several months.

This emulsification approach is simple, scalable, and applicable to a wide range of materials systems.

This method provides control in tuning the dispersion size and polydispersity of nanoscale

emulsions, while maintaining long-term stability. This technique may be further extended to

formulate complex emulsions (e.g. w/o/w or o/w/o emulsions). This approach may provide insights

in the fields of colloids and self-assembly, with the potential to broadly impact the pharmaceutical,

cosmetics, and processed foods industries.

3. Low-Voltage Surface Electrocoalescence using High-K Dielectrics and Lipid Bilayers

3.1 Project Summary

Here I reconsider the basic structure of the electrocoalescence configuration and design an

electrocoalescence system requiring minimal voltage using electrical theory. I demonstrate

electrocoalescence with a high-K dielectric, hafnium oxide, to further reduce the voltage in this

surface electrocoalescence configuration. I demonstrate that surface electrocoalescence using high-
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K dielectrics is more efficient than the industry standard of bulk electrocoalescence that uses

hydrophobic, low-K dielectrics such as fluoropolymers [21,22].

3.2 Theoretical Approach to Achieving Low-Voltage Electrocoalescence

Consider the typical setup for bulk electrocoalescence with a water-in-oil emulsion (Figure 10a). Two

conductive parallel plates are placed on opposite sides of the emulsion, and a voltage is applied

between the plates. Typically the plates are coated with a hydrophobic dielectric layer such as a

fluoropolymer to prevent water drops from pinning to the plates or electrolyzing in the event of

electrical shorting. Since water is significantly more conductive than oil, the voltage drops across the

dispersed water droplets are negligible. If we consider the equivalent electrical circuit for a few

model water drops within this configuration, we see that voltage drops occur across the continuous

oil phase between the water drops, as well as across the hydrophobic dielectric (Figure 10b). These

components are modeled as capacitors. Figure 10c shows a close-up schematic of the emulsion/plate

interface. As a water drop approaches the surface, it is buffered from contact with the conductive

plate by a fluoropolymer and possibly a thin film of the continuous oil phase. The electrical properties

of the fluoropolymer determine the minimum threshold thickness of this layer. A thickness below

this threshold results in electrical breakdown of the fluoropolymer, leading to electrolysis and

pinning; a thickness above this threshold decreases the efficiency of electrocoalescence.

To minimize the voltage required for electrocoalescence, we propose a surface electrocoalescence

configuration (Figure 10d). In this setup, the water drops are brought into close contact on a single

conductive plate, and a voltage is applied between a water drop and the plate. If we consider the

equivalent electrical circuit for a couple of water drops in this configuration, we see that voltage

drops occur across the drop-drop interface and drop-surface interfaces (Figure 10e). In our design,

we optimize the electrocoalescence efficiency by minimizing the voltage drops across the drop-
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surface interfaces for a given voltage, thereby maximizing the voltage drop across the drop-drop

interface.

Minimizing the voltage drop across the drop-surface interface ideally requires a material with a high

dielectric constant (high-K dielectric) and a high breakdown field. However, from the practical

perspective of preventing pinning and electrolysis, the surface must also be hydrophobic. Broadly

speaking, many inorganic dielectrics meet the electrical materials properties, but not the

hydrophobicity requirement, whereas organic dielectrics such as fluoropolymers meet the

hydrophobicity requirement but have poor electrical properties. This materials limitation poses a

fundamental challenge to reducing the electrocoalescence voltage.

To overcome this limitation, we design a system that stacks a thin film high-K dielectric, hafnium

oxide, with a thermodynamically stable nanoscale lipid bilayer. This lipid bilayer forms from oil-

soluble surfactants adsorbing onto the oil-water and oil-hafnium oxide interfaces. When certain

surfactants are added to the surrounding oil phase above a minimum threshold concentration, a

water drop will not pin to the hafnium oxide surface, even when the water drop is electrowetted

against the surface [104]. Because this lipid bilayer completely buffers the water drop from the

surface, this oil film effectively renders the hafnium oxide surface hydrophobic. The lipid bilayer does

not rupture within the voltage application range, so the surface maintains its hydrophobicity even

when placed under an electric field. Figure 10f shows a close-up depiction of the drop-surface

interface in this system. A thin layer of hafnium oxide coats the conductive surface. A lipid bilayer

buffers the water drop from the hafnium oxide surface. The electrical properties and robust

hydrophobicity of this hafnium oxide/lipid bilayer stack yield a lower electrocoalescence voltage

compared to traditional dielectrics.
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Figure 10. (a) Setup for bulk electrocoalescence with a water-in-oil emulsion. Two conductive plates

are placed on either side of an emulsion, and a voltage is applied between the plates. A hydrophobic

dielectric layer (light orange) prevents pinning and electrolysis of the dispersed water drops. (b)

Electrical model for several dispersed water drops in the case of bulk electrocoalescence. The oil

medium between water drops and the dielectric coatings are modeled as capacitors. (c) Close-up

schematic of the drop-surface interface in bulk electrocoalescence. The hydrophobic dielectric

buffers the water drop from the conductive plate, preventing pinning and electrolysis. (d) Setup for

surface electrocoalescence. Water drops are densely packed along the surface of the plate, which is

coated with a high-K dielectric (purple). A voltage is applied between the conductive plate and a

single water drop on the surface. (e) Electrical circuit for two model drops in the case of surface

electrocoalescence. The drop-drop and drop-surface interfaces are modeled as capacitors. (f) Close-

up schematic of the drop-surface interface in the case of surface electrocoalescence. Surfactants

added to the oil phase form a lipid bilayer between the water drop and the high-K dielectric.

3.2 Experimental Demonstration of Low-Voltage Electrocoalescence

In these electrowetting experiments, single-side polished lightly doped silicon wafers were used as

substrates. A thin hafnium oxide film (-20 nm) was deposited using Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD)

using tetrakis ethylmethylamino hafnium (TEMAH) and water in an Oxford Instrument OpAL ALD

system. 100 cycles of TEMAH dose/N2 purge/H20 dose/N2 purge for 2 s/7 s/0.1 s/8 s, repectively,

were performed at 300*C. The TEMAH precursor was held at 80*C and delivered using 300 sccm Ar

carrier gas. For the fluoropolymer experiments, a 20 nm film of Cytop was spin-coated onto a silicon
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wafer. The Cytop solution was prepared by dissolving 1 wt% Cytop in FC-40. The Cytop was spin-

coated on the silicon wafer at a speed of 1000 rpm for 30 s. The oil phase was prepared by dissolving

specific concentrations of Span 85 (sorbitan trioleate) into dodecane. The water phase was prepared

by dissolving 0.1 N NaCl into DI water. An Agilent LCR meter was used to measure the capacitances

of the lipid bilayer at different voltages. An Agilent voltage supply was used to supply the voltage

waveforms for the electrocoalescence experiments.

Figure 11a depicts the two-drop surface electrocoalescence setup. Inset schematics depict the lipid

bilayers that form between the two drops and between the drops and the surface. Figure 1 lb shows

the corresponding electrical diagram for the two-drop configuration. The voltage across the drop-

drop interface (Vd-d) is given as follows:

1
1 1
I'+C

Vdd- = Vin S CLB

CLB+

\S +( LB) (8)

where CLB is the capacitance of the lipid bilayer, Cs is the capacitance of the surface dielectric, and V,

is the input voltage applied to the two-drop system. This relation shows how the capacitances of the

lipid bilayer and the surface dielectric affect the voltage drop across the drop-drop interface for a

given input voltage. Varying the oil phase, notably the surfactant concentration, may affect CLB.

However, changes in CLB will likely be modest, given that the range of lipid bilayer thicknesses

generally span less than an order of magnitude (-4-10 nm [105-107]) and the dielectric constant

does not change appreciably with surfactant concentration. By comparison, Cs may vary

substantially-over several orders of magnitude-depending on the thickness and dielectric
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constant of the solid material. Figure 11c compares the input voltage (Vi,) required to trigger

electrocoalescence between two neighboring drops for two different electrocoalescence systems:

one containing a high-K dielectric (hafnium oxide), and the other containing a low-K dielectric

(fluoropolymer). These values for Vi, were calculated over a range of solid dielectric thicknesses

using Equation 8, where Vd-d reaches an approximate minimum threshold required to induce

electrocoalescence (Vd-d = 0.4 V), CLB is assumed constant (CLB = 4.0 mF/m 2), and the dielectric

constants of hafnium oxide and a typical fluoropolymer are estimated to be 20 and 2, respectively.

Increasing the dielectric constant of the solid dielectric layer by an order of magnitude results in

roughly an order-of-magnitude reduction of the electrocoalescence voltage for a given solid dielectric

thickness.

We demonstrate this order-of-magnitude difference in electrocoalescence voltages through a simple

experiment. Figure 11d shows a two-drop electrocoalescence experiment using a fluoropolymer as

the solid dielectric layer. The minimum voltage required for electrocoalescence is approximately 5 V

(10 Hz, square wave). Figure 1le shows an identical two-drop experiment performed using hafnium

oxide as the solid dielectric layer. In this setup, the drops undergo electrocoalescence with just 0.5 V

(10 Hz, square wave). In both experiments, the solid dielectric thickness was 20 nm. This simple

demonstration illustrates the importance of choosing a high-K dielectric in order to trigger

electrocoalescence at low voltages.
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Figure 11. (a) Schematic of the two-drop electrocoalescence experiment. Two water drops are placed

side-by-side submerged in oil on a conductive surface, and a voltage is applied between one of the

drops and the surface. Insets depict the surfactant-rich lipid bilayers that form between the two

water drops and between each of the water drops and the surface. (b) Electrical schematic of the two-

drop experiment. The three lipid bilayers each form a capacitive layer (CLB), and the dielectric layer

deposited on the silicon wafer forms two contributing capacitive layers, one beneath each drop (Cs).

(c) Comparison of the voltage required to electrically coalesce two drops using two different

dielectric layers deposited on the solid surface: a low-K dielectric, a typical fluoropolymer, and a high-

K dielectric, hafnium oxide. As the dielectric thickness increases, so does the voltage required to

trigger electrocoalescence, though the voltage increases at a much faster rate for a fluoropolymer

than for hafnium oxide. (d) Two-drop electrocoalescence experiment using a low-K dielectric

(fluoropolymer). The drops coalesce after applying a minimum of 5 V. (e) Two-drop

electrocoalescence experiment using a high-K dielectric (hafnium oxide). The drops coalesce with a

minimum of 0.5 V. Both dielectrics have a thickness of 20 nm.
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3.3 Characterization of the Lipid Bilayer

To further study the high-K dielectric system, we first characterize the lipid bilayer that forms

between the water drop and the hafnium oxide surface. Figure 12a shows the one-drop system used

for this characterization; the inset shows a schematic of the lipid bilayer that forms between the drop

and the surface. A voltage is applied between the drop and the surface, resulting in an electrostatic

pressure that compresses the lipid bilayer. Figure 12b shows the capacitance per area and the

thickness of the lipid bilayer as a function of voltage. These measurements were obtained by

modeling the hafnium oxide and lipid bilayer as two capacitors in series and calculating the

capacitance per area of the lipid bilayer (CLB/A) using the following equation:

1 1 1 +1 (9)
Ctotal/A CHf0 2/A CLB/A

where CtotaL/A is the capacitance per area of the lipid bilayer/hafnium oxide dielectric stack and

CHf02 /A is the capacitance per area of the hafnium oxide film in air. The thickness of the lipid bilayer

(tLB) was then calculated using the following relation:

CLB/A - LB (10)

where -0 is the permittivity of vacuum and LB is the dielectric constant of the lipid bilayer. From

Figure 12b, we see that the capacitance per area increases as the voltage increases. Correspondingly,

the lipid bilayer thickness decreases as the voltage increases. Notably, this compression of the lipid

bilayer is reversible; as the voltage decreases, the lipid bilayer thickness increases again.
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Once we have established the relation between the applied voltage and the lipid bilayer thickness,

we may plot the electrostatic pressure exerted on the lipid bilayer as a function of its thickness

(Figure 12c). The electrostatic pressure Pelec is calculated using the following equation:

Pelec = 1 CLB/A CHfO 2/A 2

2EELB \CLB/A+CHf 02 A)

where Eo is the permittivity of vacuum, eLB is the dielectric constant of the lipid bilayer, CLB/A is the

capacitance per area of the lipid bilayer, and CHf0 2 /A is the capacitance per area of the hafnium oxide

film. As the electrostatic pressure increases, the lipid bilayer thickness decreases. Note that the lipid

bilayer thickness only decreases by a couple nanometers, even as the electrostatic pressure increases

nearly three orders in magnitude. This behavior is typical of densely packed lipid bilayers; in fact,

this compression behavior is well-modeled by theory originally proposed by deGennes for densely

packed polymer brushes [26]. The disjoining pressure (H) within a densely packed polymer brush

may be modeled by the following equation:

H = kBTV3/ 2  2 9 
(123/4

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, r is the packing density of surfactant

molecules, to is the uncompressed lipid bilayer thickness, and tLB is the lipid bilayer thickness under

a given electrostatic pressure. In equilibrium, the disjoining pressure acts equal and opposite to the

electrostatic pressure under a given applied voltage. Therefore, aligning the measured electrostatic

pressure with the theoretical disjoining pressure across a range of lipid bilayer thicknesses allows us

to estimate two unknown parameters in Equation 12: the packing density (F) and the uncompressed

lipid bilayer thickness (to). The curve in Figure 12c corresponds to the theoretical disjoining pressure
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within the lipid bilayer using Equation 12, where to = 4.7 nm and F = 5.9 x 1016 molecules/M 2.

Using these values, the electrostatic and disjoining pressures align over the range of measured lipid

bilayer thicknesses. These values for to and F are fairly consistent with previous studies I have

conducted on lipid bilayers in electrowetting systems formed using similar oil-surfactant mixtures

[101,104,105].

3.4 Surface Electrocoalescence in a Two-Drop System

Once we have characterized a single lipid bilayer, we characterize the two-drop system, which

contains three lipid bilayers: one between the two drops, and one between each drop and the

hafnium oxide surface. Although the lipid bilayers between the drops and the hafnium oxide show

remarkable stability even under high electrostatic pressures, the lipid bilayer between the two drops

is quite unstable, rupturing at low voltages and causing the drops to coalesce. (As discussed

previously and quantified in Equation 8, the high-K dielectric allows for this rupture to occur at low

voltages.) Figure 12d shows the two-drop setup used to measure the rupture voltage, which is

defined as the minimum input voltage required to trigger electrocoalescence of the two drops. Figure

12e plots the rupture voltage (Vrms, 10 Hz, square wave) as a function of surfactant concentration in

the oil phase. As the surfactant concentration increases, the lipid bilayer between the two drops

increases in stability, and the rupture voltage increases accordingly. However, the rupture voltage

over the range of tested concentrations is quite low, spanning from around 30 mV at the lowest

concentration (0.03 wt%) to around 150 mV at the highest concentration (3 wt%).
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Figure 12. (a) Configuration for electrowetting a water drop on a silicon wafer coated with hafnium

oxide. A voltage is applied between the drop and the wafer. An electrostatic pressure is exerted on

the lipid bilayer formed between the drop and the surface. (b) Plot of lipid bilayer thickness and

capacitance per area as a function of voltage. As the voltage increases, the lipid bilayer thins. (c)

Pressure in the lipid bilayer as a function of the lipid bilayer thickness. As the lipid bilayer thins, the

electrostatic pressure and disjoining pressure increase. In equilibrium, these pressures are equal and

opposite. (d) Schematic of two-drop electrocoalescence experiment. The drops are placed in close

contact on a surface. A voltage is applied between one of the drops and the surface, and the

electrocoalescence behavior is observed. (e) Rupture voltage measured as a function of surfactant

concentration in the oil phase. At higher surfactant concentrations, higher voltages are required to

rupture the lipid bilayer and trigger electrocoalescence. Water phase: DI water with 0.1 N NaCl; oil

phase: dodecane with varying concentrations of Span 85; solid dielectric: 20 nm hafnium oxide.
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From the measurements of the rupture voltage and the lipid bilayer thickness, we can estimate the

critical electric field (Ecrit) required to rupture the lipid bilayer:

Ecrit - Vruptre (13)
to

where Vrupture is the rupture voltage and to is the uncompressed lipid bilayer thickness.

Experimentally, I calculate that Ecrit = 0.04 V/(4.7 nm) - 8.5x10 6 V/m in the case of dodecane

containing 0.1 wt% Span 85. Here I estimate the lipid bilayer thickness as the uncompressed lipid

bilayer thickness (to = 4.7 nm) because the voltage drop across the lipid bilayer at the point of

rupture is very close to zero.

3.5 Surface Electrocoalescence in a Multiple-Drop System

After analyzing the one-drop and two-drop systems, I scale the electrocoalescence theory to a system

of densely packed water drops. In considering a system of drops, I first derive the voltage across each

drop-drop interface along a chain of water drops in close contact. Figure 13a shows a schematic of

chain electrocoalescence and the equivalent electrical circuit for this configuration. Figure 14b shows

the calculated voltage drop across the nth drop-drop interface as a function of the number of drops in

the chain. As the number of drops in the chain (n) increases, the voltage difference felt across the nth

lipid bilayer in the chain decreases. Here I calculate the voltage drop using an input voltage of 5 V

(thus deliberately choosing an input voltage that triggers electrocoalescence across a chain of several

drops, rather than just between two drops). In this voltage regime, I expect to see rapid

electrocoalescence propagating across many adjacent water drops. According to the calculations, 5 V

is theoretically sufficient to simultaneously trigger electrocoalescence across seven adjacent water

drops. With the addition of an eighth water drop, however, the last lipid bilayer in the chain (between

the seventh and eighth drops) is not subjected to a sufficiently high voltage to spontaneously trigger
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electrocoalescence. The horizontal red line in Figure 13b plots this critical voltage. Figure 13c and

Figure 13d show a chain of water drops in close contact before and after electrocoalescence using 5

V, respectively. The conductive needle used to contact the water drop at the end of the chain is visible

in the top-right corner of the image.

Figure 13. (a) Electrical schematic for chain electrocoalescence. The drop-drop interfaces and drop-

surface interfaces are modeled as capacitors. (b) Numerical calculation for the voltages across drop-

drop interfaces along a chain of water drops, given an input voltage of 5 V. The voltages decrease with

distance from the source drop (where the voltage is applied). (c) Image of a chain of water drops

prior to electrocoalescence. A needle is seen in the upper right corner of the image in contact with a

single water drop. (d) Image of the chain of water drops after electrocoalescence, when a voltage is

applied between a drop and the surface. (e) Top-down view of electrocoalescence of an array of water

droplets densely packed on a silicon wafer coated with hafnium oxide. A voltage is applied between

a large water drop (left side of image) and the silicon surface.
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After observing chain electrocoalescence behavior, I examine the electrocoalescence behavior of a

two-dimensional array of water drops spread over a surface. Figure 13e shows three sequential

images of electrocoalescence among densely-packed drops spread across a silicon wafer coated with

hafnium oxide. The images are arranged chronologically from top to bottom. The top image shows a

large water drop (left side) that is contacted to a conductive needle (not visible in image) prior to

applying a voltage. The large drop is in close contact with many smaller drops, seen densely packed

on the right side of the image. The middle image shows the electrocoalescence of the large water drop

with numerous smaller water droplets once a voltage is applied between the large drop and the

surface. The bottom image shows the large drop partially restoring to its initial conformation after

electrocoalescence, presumably due in part to interfacial tension forces. The large drop exhibits

cycles of this expanding and retracting pattern during electrocoalescence. Figure 13f plots the

number of coalesced drops as a function of time. The number of coalesced drops was calculated by

accounting for the initial size of the small drops (-1-10ptm) as well as the measured size of the large

drop over time. The number of coalesced drops increases dramatically during certain time intervals

and then plateaus during other time intervals; these increases and subsequent plateaus correspond

to the expanding and retracting patterns of the large water drop. Further investigation is needed to

optimize this expanding and retracting pattern of the large drop to maximize the number of droplets

that coalesce across a surface over time.

3.6 Project Conclusion

In summary, this project demonstrated low-voltage electrocoalescence of water-in-oil emulsions

using a two-part approach: 1) reconfiguring the electrocoalescence setup from a bulk configuration

to a surface configuration, and 2) using a hafnium oxide/lipid bilayer stack in place of a low-K

hydrophobic dielectric. I demonstrate that thousands of microscale water drops dispersed within oil

undergo electrocoalescence within seconds after applying 5 V.
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4. Ultra Low-Voltage Electrowetting on Bare Silicon Using Zwitterions

4.1 Project Summary

Here I present an ultra low-voltage electrowetting system containing no deposited solid dielectric

layers. This system contains surface-active zwitterions within the oil phase to buffer the water drop

from a bare, untreated silicon wafer. In this setup, the only barrier to electrolysis is a nanoscale lipid

bilayer formed from zwitterions and the native oxide layer on the silicon wafer.

4.2 Creating the Lipid Bilayer using Zwitterions

Figure 14a depicts the ultra-low voltage electrowetting setup. A bare silicon wafer is submerged in

hexadecane containing zwitterions (2 wt% lecithin), and a water drop is deposited onto the surface

of the silicon. Zwitterions in the oil spontaneously adsorb at the oil/water and oil/silicon interfaces,

creating a lipid bilayer that buffers the water drop from the hydrophilic silicon surface. When a

voltage is applied between the drop and the silicon wafer, the water contact angle modulates in

response to the voltage. As the voltage is increased, the water contact angle decreases. We observe

that adding a non-ionic cosurfactant to the water drop (such as Tween 80 or glycerol) results in lower

contact angle hysteresis. Figure 14b shows a close-up schematic of the lipid bilayer in a system

containing the oil-soluble zwitterions and the water-soluble cosurfactants. Based on the improved

reversibility of the electrowetting effect with cosurfactants, I hypothesize that both the zwitterions

and the cosurfactants help to stabilize the lipid bilayer.

Figure 14c shows a water drop before, during, and after electrowetting. Before electrowetting, the

drop has a contact angle of approximately 1600 (left image). During electrowetting (2 V, 10 Hz,

square), the contact angle decreases to around 127' (middle image). After the voltage is removed,

the contact angle restores to approximately 160* (right image). The water drop in this experiment

contains a small amount of Tween 80 (0.1 wt%) to promote low contact angle hysteresis.
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As the drop is electrowetted, a small bubble of oil appears near the center of the water/solid

interface. This observation is typical of electrowetting systems containing lipid bilayers. As the drop

is pushed toward the solid surface via electrostatic pressure, some of the oil trapped beneath the

drop appears to collect near the center of the interface between the drop and the solid surface. I have

not observed the routine formation of these oil bubbles with fluoropolymer-based electrowetting

systems.

Figure 14d shows a representative chemical structure of lecithin, the oil-soluble zwitterion used in

these experiments. "Lecithin" refers to several different chemical structures of similar zwitterions;

the natural source from which lecithin is derived (ranging from egg yolk to soybeans) determines the

precise ratios of the different chemical structures within the lecithin mixture [109]. Each lecithin

molecule contains one positively charged group, one negatively charged group, and some long,

branched hydrocarbon chains. Figure 14e and Figure 14f depict the chemical structures of glycerol

and Tween 80, respectively. Both molecules are to some degree amphiphilic, containing both

hydrophobic and hydrophilic components. Both glycerol and Tween 80 are non-ionic and highly

water-soluble; these chemicals blend easily with water at high concentrations. Glycerol and water

mix well together at any concentration. Tween 80 starts to produce a cloudy mixture in water above

a certain concentration. All three additives (lecithin, glycerol, and Tween 80) are generally

considered safe for human health and biocompatible. These chemicals are widely used in the

production of pharmaceuticals, processed foods, and cosmetics [6,7,119].
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Figure 14. (a) Setup for electrowetting a water drop on silicon. The silicon wafer is submerged in oil

containing zwitterions. A water drop is dispensed onto a polished silicon wafer, and zwitterions

adsorb at the oil/water and oil/silicon interfaces, forming a lipid bilayer between the drop and the

silicon. When a voltage is applied between the drop and the silicon wafer, the drop decreases its

contact angle with the surface. When the voltage is removed, the contact angle increases again. (b)
Schematic of the lipid bilayer that forms between the drop and the surface. The lipid bilayer is

stabilized by zwitterions that adsorb at the oil/water and oil/silicon interfaces, as well as by a

water-soluble cosurfactant that partitions at the oil/water interface. (c) Reversible electrowetting

of a water drop on silicon. Left picture shows water drop prior to electrowetting (0 V); middle

picture shows water drop during electrowetting (2 V, 10 Hz, square); right picture shows water

drop after electrowetting (0 V). The electrowetting effect is visibly reversible. Water phase: DI

water with 0.1 wt% Tween 80; oil phase: hexadecane with 2 wt% lecithin; solid surface: uncoated

silicon wafer. (d) Chemical structure for lecithin, the oil-soluble zwitterion used to form the lipid

bilayer in these experiments. (e) Chemical structure of glycerol, one of the water-soluble

cosurfactants used to reversibly electrowet water on silicon. (f) Chemical structure of Tween 80,
another water-soluble cosurfactant used to reversibly electrowet water on silicon.



4.3 Quantifying the Electrowetting Effect

Figure 15a shows the electrowetting behavior of a water drop containing 0.1 wt% Tween 80 on a

silicon wafer. This concentration of Tween 80 appeared to optimize the electrowetting performance;

increasing or decreasing the concentration by an order of magnitude increased the chances of

pinning. As the voltage increases from 0 to 2.1 V (forward sweep), the contact angle of the drop

decreases. As the voltage decreases from 2.1 V to 0 V (reverse sweep), the contact angle restores to

its original value with some slight hysteresis. Overall, the change in contact angle before and after

electrowetting (contact angle hysteresis) is approximately 5'. The solid curve plots the predicted

contact angle at a given voltage from the electrowetting equation, Equation 2 (y = 4.6 mN/m, C =

1.2 mF/m 2).

As is typical of many electrowetting systems, the contact angle measurements deviate from the

electrowetting theory approaching contact angle saturation, a phenomenon where the contact angle

reaches a minimum threshold, despite an increase in voltage [26,27]. The precise cause of contact

angle saturation is still widely debated, though the phenomenon may generally be understood as a

loss of energy when energy is converted from the electrical form (i.e. an electric potential) to a

mechanical form (i.e. a change in contact angle). Here the effects of contact angle saturation appear

around 1.5 V. Figure 15b plots a non-dimensionalized version of the same data presented in Figure

15a. In this representation, Equation 2 predicts that the electrowetting measurements fall along a

straight line. This plot clearly shows the effects of contact angle saturation, as the measurements

deviate from the theoretical linear projection at higher voltages.

Figure 15c shows the electrowetting behavior of a drop containing 50 vol% water/50 vol% glycerol.

Pure glycerol does not electrowet particularly well in this system, perhaps due to the lower

conductivity and higher viscosity of glycerol compared to water. However, a mixture of the two
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liquids produces smooth electrowetting behavior. The contact angle hysteresis for this system was

quite low (approximately 20), and the forward and reverse sweeps align quite closely. Figure 15d

further illustrates how the contact angle measurements align with electrowetting theory.
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Figure 15. (a) Electrowetting behavior of a water drop with 0.1 wt% Tween 80. The solid curve plots

the predicted contact angle at a given voltage from the electrowetting equation (y = 4.6 mN/m, C =

1.2 mF/m 2). (b) Measurements from (a) reproduced on a non-dimensionalized plot. Solid line plots

predicted electrowetting behavior. (c) Electrowetting behavior of a water drop containing 50 vol%

glycerin under the same conditions as a-b. The water drop with glycerin shows slightly lower contact

angle hysteresis than the water drop with Tween 80. (d) Measurements from (c) reproduced on a

non-dimensionalized plot.
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4.4 Determining the Scope of Materials that Enable Zwitterion-Based Electrowetting

To identify some of the conditions under which these ultra-low voltage electrowetting systems work,

we tested a variety of oil, water, and surface combinations. Figure 16 plots the initial contact angle

and the contact angle hysteresis for different oil/water/surface combinations tested. The dotted line

shows the maximum possible contact angle hysteresis for a given initial contact angle. In each of these

experiments, the default oil phase was hexadecane with 2 wt% lecithin, the default water phase was

DI water with 0.1 wt% Tween 80 (cosurfactant), and the default surface was a bare, untreated silicon

wafer.

I first note that removing the zwitterions from the oil (No oil zwitterions) results in irreversible

pinning of the water drop to the silicon surface. As expected, water favorably wets silicon in the

presence of hexadecane. However, leaving the zwitterions in the oil phase and plasma-treating the

silicon surface (Plasma-treated Si) also yields strong pinning, with a water contact angle of

approximately 90* on this surface. I increased the water pH to around 8 (pH > 7) and also decreased

the water pH to around 6 (pH < 7) with no improvement in hysteresis. I also experimented with

adding zwitterions to the water phase (Water zwitterions) to see if the water-soluble zwitterions

would further stabilize the lipid bilayer, but this addition simply resulted in more pinning. Replacing

the silicon wafer with platinum (Platinum) or gold (Gold) surfaces yielded very high initial contact

angles but still produced maximum pinning upon electrowetting. Deionized water (DI water) and salt

water (5 M NaCl) showed high initial contact angles and lower hysteresis than many other

combinations, but the hysteresis was still too high to be useful for many device applications.

Ultimately, the addition of the water-soluble non-ionic cosurfactants produced the lowest hysteresis,

with 0.1% Tween 80 in DI water (Tween 80) and 50 vol% glycerol in DI water (Glycerol) showing

initial contact angles of at least 1600 and less than 5* hysteresis. Further experiments are needed to

fully investigate the longevity of these ultra-low voltage electrowetting systems.
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Figure 16. Comparison of water contact angle hysteresis on solid surfaces for different oil, water, and

solid surface combinations. Default oil phase: hexadecane with 2 wt% lecithin. Default water phase:

DI water. Default solid phase: polished, untreated silicon wafer. Dotted line corresponds to maximum

possible contact angle hysteresis. Removing zwitterions from the oil phase "No zwitterions (oil)"

causes a low initial contact angle of approximately 100 and maximum hysteresis. Maximum

hysteresis also occurs when the water pH is increased to 8 "pH > 7" or decreased to 6 "pH < 7," when

zwitterions are added to the water phase "zwitterions (water)," or when the silicon wafer undergoes

plasma treatment "Plasma-treated Si." Platinum "Platinum" and gold "Gold" substrates have high

initial contact angles but correspondingly high hysteresis. The bottom-right regime of the plot

corresponds to the desired electrowetting behavior, with a high initial contact angle and low contact

angle hysteresis. DI water "DI water" and salt water "5 M NaCl" show high initial contact angles but

higher hysteresis than water drops containing water-soluble cosurfactants Tween 80 "Tween 80" or

glycerol "Glycerol".

4.5 Identifying Suitable Materials for Lipid Bilayer-Based Electrowetting Systems

To date, I have discovered several combinations of oil/water/surfactant/surface systems that enable

reversible electrowetting of a water drop aided by the formation of a lipid bilayer. These systems do
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not contain hydrophobic solid dielectrics. In all cases, the voltage required to observe sizeable

changes in contact angle are quite low (ranging from approximately 0.2 - 5 V). Table 1 provides a

summary of the combinations of materials I have identified that enable reversible electrowetting on

lipid bilayers.

Table 1. Combinations of Materials used to form Electrowetting Systems with Lipid Bilayers

Solid Substrate Oil Phase Oil Additive (Surfactant)

hafnium oxide on silicon dodecane, hexadecane Span 80, Span 83, Span 85

hafnium oxide on silicon Krytox (none)

ITO-coated glass dodecane Span 80

silicon dodecane, hexadecane lecithin

Each of these combinations shows some ability to enable reversible electrowetting of a water drop

on a hydrophilic conductive or dielectric surface. Some systems function more robustly than others;

the systems containing hafnium oxide almost never lead to pinning of the water drop on the surface

and may be electrowetted thousands of times with no apparent deterioration in electrowetting

behavior. Under certain conditions, water drops can reversibly electrowet on this surface from >1400

to approximately 100 [104]. Eaker et aL. have shown that gallium oxide behaves similarly to hafnium

oxide in this capacity; when submerged in dodecane with Span 85, water drops show similarly high

changes in contact angle with low differences in electric potential [110]. Interestingly, zwitterions do

not form stable lipid bilayers on hafnium oxide, and the Span series of surfactants (Span 80, Span 83,

Span 85) do not form stable lipid bilayers on silicon. Further exploration of each of these systems is

needed to fully understand the conditions under which stable lipid bilayers suitable for

electrowetting are formed.
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4.6 Project Conclusion

In this project, I demonstrate reversible electrowetting of water on bare silicon submerged in an oil

environment. This demonstration rejects the conventional thought that solid dielectrics must be

present to enable reversible electrowetting. This demonstration may inspire a new generation of

electrowetting systems built without solid dielectrics, which currently present the fundamental

barrier to reducing the voltage required to produce a given contact angle change. Notably, previous

experiments that successfully used the electrowetting effect without a dielectric required mercury,

which poses significant health hazards, limiting its use in a wide variety of applications. In the case

of the electrowetting systems without dielectric layers presented here, the solid material (silicon),

liquids (water, oil) and surfactants (lecithin, glycerol, Tween 80) may be much more suitable for

integration into a wide range of common modern-day applications, including liquid lenses, liquid

displays, and biomedical devices.
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